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The Act 
The origins of the Act date back to 1667, a year after 
the Great Fire of London. The Act remained part of the 
London building acts until 1996, when its benefits were 
enshrined in statute across England and Wales. 
 
Works the Act regulates 
Unsurprisingly a party wall notice is required to works 
related to party walls themselves. This includes works 
such as underpinning, raising, thickening, demolishing, 
cutting into and weather protection. The Act also 
apples to circumstances when a building owner (see 
point one of “useful facts”) proposes to cut flashings into 
neighbouring buildings for the purposes of weathering 
and to trim overhanging foundations or eaves in certain 
circumstances and also applies to work on floors and 
ceiling spaces where they are deemed a "party 
structure". The "etc" within the title of the Act relates to 
works that are not necessarily connected with a party 
wall, such as excavation within prescribed distances 
and depth, and to new construction on or adjacent the 
boundary.  With regard to excavation, the party wishing 
to undertake the work must serve notice if the 
excavation is deeper than neighbouring buildings and 
structures and associated footings within 3m or 
transgresses a 45 degree line from the same between 
3m and 6m. If in doubt please contact us to see if the 
works are deemed "notifiable". 
 
Who is entitled to notice? 
Freehold owners will almost certainly require notice. 
Where a property is co-owned, notice should include 
both owners. In addition, leaseholders of one year and 
a party under contract to purchase or lease will 
probably require notice.  Housing Association tenants 
are generally not entitled to notice, but the Association 
almost certainly will be.  
 
The procedure following notice 
Once a valid notice is served, the adjoining owner has 
several options. Firstly, they can consent, which brings 
the process to a close and allows work to commence 
after the notice period has ran, or earlier by their written 

consent. Failing this, the adjoining owner will either 
expressly dissent or be deemed to have dissented if they 
have not responded within 14 days of receipt of notice.  
In either of these scenarios the result is the same and 
there is a "dispute" under the Act requiring settlement by 
"Award".  The adjoining owner may allow one surveyor to 
act as the "agreed surveyor" or may request their own 
surveyor. If the adjoining owner has not responded to the 
notice, the agreed surveyor solution is unavailable.  
 
The Award 
The agreed surveyor or surveyors determine the "manner" 
and "execution" of the works and settle the dispute within 
the party wall award. It is important that the building 
contractor is furnished with a copy of the award in order 
to comply with any restrictions imposed therein. For 
example, the award may include working hour 
restrictions relating to the notifiable works, which are 
generally those contained within The Control of Pollution 
Act 1974. 

Useful Facts 

 The party undertaking the work is referred to as 
the “building owner” and neighbouring owners 
are referred to as “adjoining owner(s)” and/or 
“occupier(s)”. 

 An adjoining owner may request “security for 
expenses” from the building owner before work 
commences. 

 Notice periods vary from 1 to 2 months 
depending on the nature of the work. 

 Non-negligent insurance policies can provide 
additional protection for both owners. 

 The party wishing to undertake the works will 
usually be responsible for neighbouring surveyor 
fees.  

 Where two surveyors are required to make an 
award, usually one of the first tasks is to appoint 
a “third surveyor”, who arbitrates where the 
surveyors or owners cannot agree on a matter.   

 Where a proposal is complex, such as a 
basement or involving shoring or other structural 
support, a surveyor or surveyor(s) may determine 
that further engineering opinion is required.  The 
reasonable fees of such an engineer will usually 
be met by the building owner.  

Please note that this document is intended to be a brief 
information sheet and not a detailed guide to the Act 

 


